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The valuable-and simple-lesson contained in this audiobook is that the best way to attract prosperity

is to abandon the pursuit of wealth and allow it to flow toward oneself. The ancient laws of attraction

are explained in plain language and applied in an economic framework that anyone can easily

follow. Follow the path to prosperity, which is offered along with guidance for achieving harmony in

both professional and personal spheres. Proctor offers strategies to overcome destructive thinking

patterns and to sustain the flow of wealth while channeling it constructively. Profiles of individuals

who pursued their passion rather than profit, and subsequently reaped immense rewards, will

inspire all who seek to transform their lives. Proctor is a well known motivational consultant, advising

corporations and business leaders for over 40 years. He is considered on of the world's greatest

authorities on attracting wealth. He lectures throughout the world on overcoming our fears of money

while teaching us how to attract it.
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This is a brand new book by renowned author Bob Proctor, published in 2008. I actually had to add

it to the catalog of Facebook's Visual Bookshelf program.I found this book enjoyable, down to earth,

full of common sense and positive authoritative guidance and direction. It is like speaking to Bob

Proctor over coffee in his home.The book deals with a primary premise that "Money is not the goal."

It is the result of many factors and the most important is our internal belief, thinking, and attitude

toward money, prosperity, and wealth.A very friendly well designed and presented book including



10 well written chapters in this 166 page paperback. The quality of this book's contents and

authority of the author can be summed up in a quote from Jack Canfield. "If you're smart, you will

read this book. Since I started applying Bob Proctor's principles and strategies in my life, my net

worth has multiplied 40 times! Now this master teacher has put his best wisdom and insights into

this great book."Need I say more, other than I wholly recommend this book to everyone interested in

abundance, prosperity, success, wealth building, personal development and growth.by Craig

Mattice

I read the book within 2 days. Could hardly put it down. Very much to the point. No sugar coating. I

love when Bob Proctor says : "If you are not giving your dream the time it needs to fit into your life,

then, the dream will never become your life". Stunning !

I have read all the Anthony Robbins and Brian Tracy books and they are excellent. Bob Proctor is in

a league of his own. You probably saw him on The Secret. Look him up on youtube and listen to

him. He also has a free book called You Were Born Rich that you can read.I had avoided this book

because I thought it would be a rehash however this is an updated book with some great ideas (the

original one was written in the 1970s).

Sorry, I like Bob Proctor, but this book basically covers a lot of the same ground in his other book

"You Were Born Rich", which I think is better.

I have to be honest and say I read this book twice and listened to the audio program twice. Each

time I was challenged with new ideas and thoughts. Bob is telling the truth; it is not about the

money. If money is your focus you will end up being unhappy. He stresses throughout the book that

our attitude dictates a lot of what happens in our lives. I mention these points in my own books

because too many people are striving for money instead of striving for happiness. True wealth

comes from relationships and good health. Money and things are great if they ADD to your life but

lousy if they are your focus because people will suffer if you concentrate on things and not your

loved ones.I recommend that you take a look at this book or listen to the audio program. It will

challenge you and most likely change your life.

This book is just the kick in the pants I needed to move my life in the right direction. I already see

the money rolling in and Bob's is right it is not about the money. Thank You Bob for such a great



Book. I got my wife to read it and already she is started to do the things she has been trying to start

for years. I got the book on CD and I going to play it again and again as I drive around town.

I have enjoyed this CD set by Bob Proctor. I enjoyed it so much that I sent one to my son in Texas! I

highly recommend this CD set as a starting place to begin to have the life of your dreams. It is never

too late.

Have you ever read a book, and connected with the author in a unique manner based on his

perspectives and success strategies. Well if you are a leadership thinker or an individual that lives

his life in an unconventional manner, compared to the rest of the world, then buy the book and read

it carefully, and then go back and review your notes. You will not be disappointed.Alexander

Mobley, MBAAlexander Mobley International[...]
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